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ULTRA HIGH PERFROMANCE 25 AWG AIR
DIELECTRIC UNBALANCED COAXIAL CABLE

ICONOCLAST™ - HARD science
verses PASSIVE science

A thinker sees his own actions as
experiments and questions--as
attempts to find out something.
Success and failure are for him
answers above all.
― Friedrich Nietzsche

ICONOCLAST™ RCA SPECIFICATIONS


BULK NOMINAL CAPACITANCE:

12.5 +/- 0.05 pF/foot



BULK NOMINAL INDUCTANCE:

0.155 +/- 0.01 uH/foot



VELOCITY OF PROPAGATION:

87% nominal



SHIELD DESIGN:

16 CARRIERS x 10 ENDS
X 36 AWG BC



NOMINAL SHIELD DCR:

1.60 milli-Ohms / foot



SHIELD COVERAGE:

2 x 95%



SIGNAL CONDUCTOR AWG:

1 x 25 AWG



CABLE DIAMETER:

0.215” nominal

WHY USE A COAXIAL CABLE?
 Unbalanced RCA signals are best managed with a
true unbalanced RCA cable.
 A coaxial cable is a “perfect” electromagnetic line, and
acts as ONE single field.
 Multiple wire designs used unbalanced are more
complex, and hard to keep electromagnetically
pristine with such small signals.
 A rewired, as unbalanced, XLR cable cannot reach
the performance potential for a true unbalanced lead.
 For unbalanced noise immunity, and signal
preservation, a coaxial cable is far superior to an XLR
in unbalanced applications.
 An XLR designed to meet RCA requirements
becomes inefficient for “unbalanced” requirements.

SIGNAL LEVELS ARE SMALL AND FRAGILE

 Interconnect cable signals are in the order of
thousandths of a volt (phono stages) to about 1 volt at
the pre amplifier input stage.
 The extremely small current levels demand ultra pure
cable response.
 Interconnect cables are called high-impedance leads
since they terminate into high resistive loads,
anywhere from 10K-Ohm on up to even 1 Meg-Ohm.
 The high input impedance prevents meaningful
current levels from being created (input looks almost
like an open circuit).

What’s important, and where?
 With such a high input impedance, and small voltage
levels, the capacitance of a RCA coaxial interconnect
is of the primary importance to the signal.
 The leads are often called “unbalanced” as the signal
is referenced to the outer shield (but is actually a
ground reference). The ground is always at zero volts
(ideally, but its not) and the signal is varying
(unbalanced) to that reference point.
 In a high quality RCA cable the shield DCR is critical
to the purity of the signal.

A SHIELD IS REALLY A GROUND?
 Most RCA cables are considered “shielded” but this is
somewhat misleading at audio frequencies, and even
RF.
 In an unbalanced interconnect, the ground plane of
each device is usually at a differing potential to true
earth.
 The total resistive value from each device input,
relative to ground, is the source of our problem.
 Each chassis is at a differing resistive “length” to
ground, or signal ground (most all RCA’s are at
“earth” ground, and not floated separate from earth
ground).

AND THE PROBLEM IS?
 Due to the resistive difference between each device
(CD player plugged into a pre amplifier) there is a
ground current flowing between each RCA ground,
which tries to reach the same potential in each circuit.
 The ground current produces a voltage relative to the
signal conductor (voltage = current in the shield x the
shields resistance). This can also be inductively
coupled to the signal wire if the current is excessive.
 This signal is superimposed onto the signal in the
signal conductor as “noise”. Too much shield current
can even “lift” the ground further from zero.

Oops, NOW WHAT?
 To mitigate the effects of shield current noise, the
shields RESISTANCE has to be as low as is
practicable to mitigate the current voltage product.
 Changing the RESISTANCE of the shield is the most
direct way in which to decreases the interference
VOLTAGE level.
 Two 36 AWG 95% BC braid shields provide a VERY
low shield resistance AND allow a high optical
coverage of the core to block high frequency
capacitive coupled noise from reaching the center
signal conductor.

RF is blocked by shield coverage.
 RF can contribute to ground current noise AND signal
lead coupled noise.
 RF can couple “through” a shield aperture and reach
the center conductor.
 A metallic coverage of 100% forces the RF onto the
“outer “shield” where it is routed to ground and away
from the signal conductor.

IT ALL ADDS UP TO NOISE
 Notice that the properly captured RF energy is still
routed through the outer “shield” where the shields
resistance creates shield induced noise, but this is
preferred over direct signal conductor coupled noise
shown in the secondary path.

With noise, frequency matters.
 As the frequency drops, noise coupling changes from
capacitive, to inductive.
 Inductive noise coupling (think magnetic) requires a
low permeability to magnetic flux lines. If a magnet
won’t stick to it, it won’t block and re-route low
frequency inductive noise.
 The good news is, low frequency inductive noise is
short reached, and simply MOVING the source is the
best solution. The field drops to half every time the
distance is doubled (squared law).

The signal conductor
 The ICONOCLAST™ RCA cable uses a small 25
AWG signal lead as there is little signal current to
dramatically impact attenuation in audio leads.
 Smaller 25 AWG wire allows a smaller calculated
design.
 Small 25 AWG wire improves theoretical signal
coherency, or arrival time, across the audio band.

DIELECTRIC DISTORTION
 It’s easy to see the challenges of removing dielectric
distortions while lowering capacitance;
– Low dielectric constant materials.
– Foamed with Air to lower dielectric constant.
– Electrically biased dielectric materials (battery).
 Each step tries to mitigate the effects of using a
dielectric around the wire.
 Can a superior low capacitance DESIGN needed for
size and R, L and C passively meet the theoretical
dielectric coloration requirements?

The problem remains, even with foam.

 Even a foamed dielectric shows a SOLID layer
against the conductor, where the fragile signal is most
theoretically influenced by dielectric induced
distortions.

STEPPED AIR DIELECTRIC
 ICONOCLAST™ RCA is scientifically enhanced in
performance at audio frequencies by;
– Removing the theoretical source of the problem
by…
– Using a step dielectric to lower cap and cable size.
– Maximizing the Air Void in the step dielectric.

Air and dielectric plastic where it’s needed.

 ICONOCLAST™ uses a small 25 AWG high purity
copper signal conductor FEP bead threaded and
surrounded by AIR.
 The beaded 25 AWG air gap steps to a plastic
dielectric to form the outer tube.

JUST RIGHT; WORKING
TENSION!
 30,000 PSI x ((0.0176” x .5)^2 x 3.14) x 0.6 safety
factor = 4.374 Lbs.

Everything matters.
 The size of the construction is critically important to
maximize DESIGN performance.

MAXIMIZED AIR TUBE

 The conductor size for enhanced cap / coherence is carefully matched
to the FEP beading and FEP tube ID for maximized 80% air void.
 The design is centered near the asymptotic maximum with
0.0179” copper. We bias the design to the LEFT in the chart to
insure process stability as the slope is more gradual.
TUBE ID WIRE SIZE

0.098
0.098
0.098
0.098

0.0175
0.0180
0.0185
0.0190

BEAD DIAMETER

TOTAL AREA
TUBE ID

TOTAL AREA TOTAL AREA TOTAL AREA
WIRE
BEAD
AIR

0.0403
0.0400
0.0398
0.0395

0.007542964
0.007542964
0.007542964
0.007542964

0.000240528
0.000254469
0.000268803
0.000283529

0.00127239
0.00125664
0.00124098
0.00122542

0.006030042
0.006031858
0.006033183
0.006034018

WIRE
PERCENT

BEAD
PERCENT

AIR
PERCENT

3.189
3.374
3.564
3.759

16.869
16.660
16.452
16.246

79.943
79.967
79.984
79.995

Impedance and Phase
 Audio Interconnect cables terminate into 47K-OHm to
120 K Ohm resistive loads.
 The high low frequency termination impedance looks
essentially like an open circuit.
 This mitigates current (inductive) effects and makes
capacitive (voltage rise time distortion) effects most
important for interconnects.
 The rising cable impedance at low frequencies due to
rising Velocity of Propagation (VP) effects go as high
as 2200 ohms but, this is far from matching an “open”
circuit. But audio is not a transmission line.
 At RF, where impedance is meaningful due to short
wavelengths, the ~110-ohm impedance value can
have meaning for digital AES/ EBU audio.

Swept Impedance and Phase


Careful design of RCA and XLR dielectric provide IDENTICAL swept
electricals and sonic performance.

Swept Rs values, RCA and XLR
 Matched Swept Rs values for RCA and XLR further
insure equal performance…and sound quality.

What does this complexity do?
 The advantages of using AIR for the dielectric are
significant.
 The closer plastic is placed relative to the fragile
electromagnetic field around the conductor, the more
the fields are disrupted by dielectric induced effects.
 The electromagnetic field decreases with the square
of the distance, so moving the plastic away even
minute amounts is a HUGE theoretical advantage.
 The lab report shows an almost 87% VP relative to air
(100%). This value is RF derived as low frequency
audio does not see true VP, but capacitance.

BUT THIS IS AUDIO, RIGHT?
 The ~87% VP is true only at RF, where the dielectric
reaches a constant group (average of the air and
plastic) velocity.
 At audio, the small B-field sees more AIR, and near
none of the plastic dielectric as audio signals are not
true TEM electric waves that travel on the SURFACE
of the wire and the inside surface of the shield.
 The bulk of even a 20 kHz audio signal is still diffusion
coupled in the signal wire.
 We used a SMALL 25 AWG conductor ON PURPOSE
to allow proper capacitance DESIGN with passive
current distribution relative to frequency.

NO DIELECTRIC MEANS NO PROBLEMS.

 ICONOCLAST™ RCA mitigates the majority of the
theoretical problems associated with dielectrics by
almost completely REMOVING them near the signal
conductor in a low capacitance design.
 The plastic dielectric used is VIRGIN FEP, which is
the lowest solid dielectric constant plastic available
(keep capacitance low for a given size).
 The high 87% nominal velocity referenced to stable
RF, drives the capacitance DOWN to very low values;
10 pF/foot nominal on the bulk cable @ 1 kHz.

Inductance doesn’t matter, right?
 With such low capacitance, 12.5 +/- 0.05 pF/foot
nominal, why worry about inductance?
 There is a SMALL current flow, but not ZERO current
flow.
 For ultimate RCA interconnect performance, low
inductance is secondary to capacitance, but STILL
should be managed.
 ICONOCLAST™ has a measured inductance of
0.155 +/- 0.01uH/foot.


All electrical values are an ASSEMBLY, not BULK cable.

MANUFACTURE
 ICONOCLAST™ air dielectric avoids the high heats
contacting the copper, which are associated with
oxidation.
 The beading and tube extrusion operation isolate the
bare copper wire from excessive heats, preventing
any heat induced surface oxidation.
 Teflon™ is a very dense plastic with a slow moisture
diffusion rate, isolating the center conductor for years
to come from ambient moisture.

ICONOCLAST™ RCA = NO SOUND

 The concept of what a cable sounds like is changed to
more what a cable DOESN’T sound like with
ICONOCLAST™ RCA.
 The cable sounds more like just the bare wire in air,
and not the halo effects of plastic dielectrics.

ICONOCLAST™ IS DIFFERENT


ICONOCLAST™ RCA is different by scientific design, offering the
optimized characteristics needed for superior single ended RCA
interconnects.
– ALL ICONOCLAST™ products (RCA, XLR and speaker)
share the exact same electromagnetic designs and materials
except copper grades so your own ears can be your guide and
not hidden in the design and material differences.

 SOUND DESIGNS CREATE SOUND
PERFORMANCE™.
Three copper grades;
- TPC
- OFHC
- UP OCC

